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be convinced of the objective accuracy of the intuitive
finding. On the whole, then, Jordan's formulations accord
with reality, though not with reality as it is understood
by the rational types, but with the reality which is for
them unconscious. Naturally, this is a circumstance than
which nothing is more calculated to confuse all judgment
upon the observed persons, and to enhance the difficulty
of interpretation of the facts observed, In these questions,
therefore, one ought never to quarrel over nomenclature,
but should hold exclusively to the actual facts of observ-
able, contrasting differences, Although my own manner
of expression is altogether different from that of Jordan,
we are nevertheless at one, with certain divergences, upon
the classification of the observed phenomena.
Before going on to comment upon the way Jordan
reduces his observed material into types, I should like
briefly to return to his postulated third or "intermediate"
type. Jordan, as we saw, ranged under this heading the
wholly balanced on one side, and the unbalanced on the
other. It will not be superfluous at this point to call to
mind the classification of the Valentinian school \ in
which the Hylic mm is subordinated to the psychic and
pneumatic. The hylic man, according to his definition,
corresponds with the sensation type, *,*. with the man
whose prevailing determinants are supplied in and through
the senses. The sensation type has neither a differentiated
thinking nor a differentiated feeling, but his sensuousness
is well developed. This, as we know, is also the case with
the primitive. But the instinctive sensuality of the
primitive has a counterweight in the spontaneity of the
psychic processes. His mental product, his thoughts,
practically confront him, He does not make or devise
i The name given to the adherents of Valentinus, an Egyptian
theologian who flourished circa a.d, 150 and founded & Gnostic i«ct,
The Hylici suffered themselves to be ao captivated by the inf*xior
world as to live only a hylic or material life, (N*w English Diclimary)

